
RA202 image production class two

Multiple Choice
Identify the letter of the choice that best completes the statement or answers the ques-
tion.

____ 1. What removes excess chemistry from the film prior to it entering into the next tank in the 
processor?
a. planetary roller c. squeegee roller
b. Solar roller d. guide shoe

____ 2.

The artifact on the image above was caused by
a. the amount of static c. the rollers stopping
b. the chemicals dripping d. the technologist using too much 

mAs
____ 3. The conversion of the invisible latent image into a visible manifest image takes place in 

the
a. first half of the fixer process c. stop bath
b. developer d. second half of the fixer process

____ 4. Factors that contribute to film fog include
1. the age of the film
2. excessive exposure to safelight
3. processor chemistry
a. 1, 2 and 3 c. 1 and 3 only
b. 1 and 2 only d. 1 only

____ 5. When cleaning the rollers in the processor, it is important to be careful because contami-
nation occurs if fixer splashs into the
a. dryer c. transport
b. developer d. washer

____ 6. All of the following statements regarding CR cassettes are true except
a. CR cassettes must exclude all white light
b. CR cassettes do not contain radiographic film
c. CR cassettes function to protect the IP (image plate)
d. CR cassettes use no intensifying screens

____ 7. An unexposed and processed film will have a density of about
a. 1.0 c. 0.1



b. zero d. 2.5
____ 8. Which of the following is the correct order of radiographic film processing?

a. fixer, developer, wash, dry c. developer, fixer, wash, dry
b. developer, wash, fixer dry d. fixer, wash, developer, dry

____ 9. All of the following are systems of the processor except
a. replenishment c. circulation
b. developer d. transport
There are 4 parts to the development process (developer, fixer, washer, dryer) and there are 5 
systems (Transport, Dryer, Replenishment, Circulation, Temperature)

____ 10. Which rack system guides the film from one tank into the next?
a. guide rack c. planetary rank
b. crossover rack d. turn around assembly

____ 11. Xray film must be protected from
a. excessive humidity
b. all of these
c. excessive heat
d. light
e. scattered radiation

____ 12. Film speed is measured at which level on the H&D curve?
a. 1.0 c. 2.5
b. .3 d. .55

____ 13. Treelike, branching black marks on a radiograph are usually the result of 
a. improper film storage c. static electricity
b. bending the film acutely d. improper development

____ 14. The microswitch controls replenishment rate and is located near the 
a. agitators c. crossovers
b. turnaround d. entrance rollers

____ 15. Which of the following shoud be included on the film
a. patient name c. all of these
b. facilty name d. lead markers 

____ 16. The development temperature in a 90 second automatic processor is usually about 
a. 75-80 degrees c. 80-85 degrees
b. 90-95 degrees d. 85-90 degrees

____ 17. Which component of the digital image corresponds to contrast on the radiographic 
image?
a. sensitometric curve c. window width
b. image reversal d. window level

____ 18. Which of the following exposures  would produce the least density?

a. 800 mA
20 msec
16mAs 4

60 kVp 2 
100 screen 3 

speed
Single phase 3

b. 300 mA
40msec

12mAs 3 
70 kVp 3 

50 screen 2 

speed
Three phase 4 

c. 400 mA
30 msec
12mAs 3 
80 kVp 4 

100 screen 3 

speed
Single phase 4 

d. 1000 mA
10 msec
10mAs 2

80 kVp 4

200 screen 4 

speed
Three phase 3



12 12 14 13

_Since there is a tie with A and B, you will need to do the long math for these two (or as Scott Zillion 
told me this morning, just guess!!)

a. 800 mA
20 msec
16mAs 4

60 kVp 2 
100 screen 3 

speed
Single phase 3

b. 300 mA
40msec

12mAs 3 
70 kVp 3 

50 screen 2 

speed
Three phase 4 

c. 400 mA
30 msec
12mAs 3 
80 kVp 4 

100 screen 3 

speed
Single phase 4 

d. 1000 mA
10 msec
10mAs 2

80 kVp 4

200 screen 4 

speed
Three phase 3

Going To:
70kV 8mAs 12mAs
50 screen 16mAs 12mAs
Three 
phase

8mAs 12mAs

___ 19. Orthochromatic film emulsions are most sensitive to 
a. red light only c. all of the light spectrum except red
b. blue green light only d. purple light only

____ 20. Boxes of film stored in too warm an area may be subject to 
a. film fog c. static marks
b. loss of density d. high contrast

____ 21. The rate of chemical replenishment in automatic processing is based on 
a. solution agitation c. amount of film processed
b. processor speed d. solution temperature

____ 22.

The artifact on this image was caused by
a. roller marks c. static
b. excessive temperature d. guide shoes

____ 23. Most laser film must be handled 
a. in total darkness c. under a wratten 6B safelight
b. under a GBX safelight d. with high temperature processors



____ 24. What information, located on each box of film, is important to note and has a direct rela-
tionship to image quality?
a. number of films in the box c. emulsion lot
b. manufacturer’s name d. expiration date

____ 25. What is the most probable cause of a finished radiograph that emerges from the proces-
sor with regularly spaced lines?
a. improperly mixed chemicals
b. dirt deposits on the rollers
c. excessively worn gears and sprockets
d. improperly seated guide shoes

____ 26. If the developer temperature is excessive on an automatic processor, one can expect to 
see
a. an increase in contrast in the manifest image
b. an increase in contrast in the latent image
c. a decrease in contrast in the manifest image
d. a reduction in radiographic density

____ 27. Which of the following will be located at the bottom of the processor
a. turn around assembly c. enterance rollers
b. crossover network d. none of these

____ 28. The darkroom should be constructed and equipped so as to avoid
1. external light leaks
2. film bin light leaks
3. safelight fog
a. 2 only c. 1, 2 and 3
b. 1 only d. 1 and 3

Matching

a. caliper f. Direct Square Law
b. 70kV or 10 cm g. AEC
c. 100-120kV h. 30%
d. 40 inches i. kVp
e. Inverse Square Law j. 1.4

____ 29. factor that controls contrast
____ 30. guildline for using a grid
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1. ANS: C
2. ANS: B
3. ANS: B
4. ANS: A
5. ANS: B
6. ANS: A
7. ANS: C
8. ANS: C
9. ANS: B

10. ANS: B
11. ANS: B
12. ANS: A
13. ANS: C
14. ANS: D
15. ANS: C
16. ANS: B
17. ANS: C
18. ANS: A
19. ANS: C
20. ANS: A
21. ANS: C
22. ANS: C
23. ANS: A
24. ANS: D
25. ANS: B
26. ANS: C
27. ANS: A
28. ANS: C

MATCHING

29. ANS: I
30. ANS: B


